WRX735SDH
Whirlpool® 36-Inch Wide French Door Refrigerator - 25 cu. ft.
Dimensions: h: 70 1/8" w: 35 5/8" d: 34 5/8"

START THE CONVERSATION
What types of snack food do you put inside your refrigerator?

THIS MODEL OFFERS:
External pantry

TOP FEATURES

REFRIGERATED EXTERIOR DRAWER
Keep items in easy reach with the refrigerated exterior drawer.

MEASURED FILL
Select the amount of water you need and the refrigerator will dispense the right amount.

ACCU-CHILL™ TEMPERATURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Cool food quickly with technology that senses and adapts to create the ideal environment for food.

DID YOU KNOW?
The refrigerated exterior drawer provides customers with better organization, which is 1 of the top 5 unmet consumer needs.(1)
DEMO

Make sure the refrigerated exterior drawer is propped with snacks and beverages to display the organization options available to your customer.

ALSO CONSIDER
WRX986SIHV

RECOMMENDED PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your customers’ shopping priorities to bundle products across categories.

WDT970SAHV  WMH78019HV  WEE750H0HV  WRX735SDHV

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*
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